




Grand Mercure Phuket Patong Resort & Villas
is located within walking a hidden and serene
hideaway founded upon the grand tradition of
Thai hospitality. The resort represents a new
generation of retreats that combines natural
beauty and cultural heritage.

Grand Mercure Phuket Patong Resort & Villas
features 314 units including 252 Superior Rooms,
38 Deluxe Pool Access Rooms, 10 Suites, 10
One Bedroom Pool Villas and 4 Two Bedroom
Pool Villas.

The resort is ideally suited to young travellers,
families and friends looking to spend quality
time together in the heart and soul of Patong.

 



With its serene beaches, azure waters, dynamic
dining scene and pulsating nightlife, Phuket is
understandably the most-visited exploring the
open-air markets of Phuket town or perusing
international brands at a grand-scale shopping
mall. Meanwhile, offshore adventure awaits at
iconic islands in the Phi Phi archipelago, or at
Coral Island and James Bond Island. Our Guest
Relations Officer will be delighted to respond to
any queries and to assist you in planning your
own personal Phuket experience.    
 

Recreational Activities

DESTINATION PHUKET

• Day tours of the island
• Phuket city tours
• Elephant trekking
• Patong nightlife
• Scuba diving
   (PADI / non-PADI)
• Cultural theme parks
• Thai boxing shows
• Golfing
• Water sports
• Ultimate jungle experiences



Storytelling is the world’s oldest art form, and it
plays an integral role in guests’ experiences at all
Grand Mercure Phuket Patong Resorts & Villas. 
At each of our iconic locations, our staff thoughtfull
create signature services that illuminate local culture
and honour traditions. They become storytellers in
the process. Each signature – whether a traditional
dining experience, a locally inspired greeting or a
flourish of regional décor – comes from an authentic
and genuine passion for local culture.

The stories and anecdotes our staff tell, transform
each Grand Mercure into an eloquently
described scene, bringing people and places
together.  
     



Each room features a comprehensive set of
amenities and extra touches, such as guest
choice of a walk-in rain shower or traditional
bathtub.

in-room sofas and stunning pool views are
included as standard. Connecting room
options are available upon request, alongside
laundry and in-room dining services. 







Some of the most rewarding aspects of being
a chef happen outside of the kitchen.

I love visiting the local market, trading jokes
with vendors and learning which fishermen
consistently have the freshest seafood. But
nothing compares with the honour of cooking
with local families and learning their secrets
for creating the perfect yellow curry.

I’ve even added a few personal touches of
my own.



Ryn Spa chooses to fortify the natural essence of
traditional spa routines to merge with the simpler
modern lifestyle for better exploit of joy and
wellbeing for the body, mind and beyond. Each
treatment thoughtfully caters to specific requirement
through the healing power of result-oriented
technique and locally produced natural ingredients
to devote an unwind relaxation and therapeutic
indulgence for your inner soul.



The fitness centre opens daily and is equipped
with the best-in-class cardiovascular and
weight-training equipment to suit all levels,
from beginner to advanced gurus.

The fitness centre is designed specifically with
an exerciser in mind with floor-to-ceiling
windows that overlook the cool azure waters
of the lagoon pool, and TV monitors to keep
guests entertained.

Stay fit and in shape while enjoying all that
Patong beach has to offer, thanks to the
Grand Mercure Phuket Patong Resort & Villas
fitness centre. 





200
Grand “M”
Ballroom

ROOM
NAMES

265-sq.m. Grand “M” Ballroom accommodates
up to 160 guests for a sit-down dinner or 300
guests for standing cocktails.
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The Resort offers three distinct and tasteful
venues for executive meetings, private parties
and memorable events.

All rooms are equipped with complimentary
Wi-Fi access and state-of-the-art sound and
lighting systems. Natural lighting, elegant
design and teams of dedicated staff ensure
a comfortable and seamless experience for
your guests and attendees.

Meeting in style

Meeting Capacity




